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Morning <<First Name>>, here're some recent news on infrastructure and alternative
assets. Enjoy!
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Indonesia forecasts multibillion-dollar belt and road investments in four growth regions, 29/4/2019
Southeast Asia’s largest economy, which grew at 5.2 per cent last year, is aiming to channel belt and road
investments into four “economic corridors” – North Sumatra, North Kalimantan, North Sulawesi and Bali – to tie
in with Indonesian president Joko Widodo’s “Global Maritime Fulcrum” vision.
Read More

Thailand pushes China's Belt and Road despite differing visions,
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With China in mind, Japan eyes new infrastructure investment rules for G20,
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China and Switzerland sign bilateral deals, vow to promote cooperation under BRI,
Singapore, China ink deals on trade, Belt and Road projects,
Britain calls China's Belt and Road Initiative a 'vision',
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China spends $73 bln on transport infrastructure in March quarter, 28/4/2019
China is ramping up infrastructure investment to boost its slowing economy. The state planner approved 370.3
billion yuan worth of fixed-asset investment projects in the first quarter, mainly in energy, transportation and hightech sectors.
Read More

JD Logistics extends its personal delivery service to 50 cities in China,
More renewable energy generated in China in Q1,

29/4/2019
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ARA plans first US hospitality trust on SGX, 25/4/2019
Real estate investment group ARA Group is spinning off US$719.5 million of US hotels under the Hyatt brand
into a business trust that it wants to list on the Singapore Exchange (SGX).
Read More

Logos aims to double $400m Indonesian logistics platform,
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Indonesia considers $33 billion plan to move government from Jakarta,
Singapore’s GLP plans $3b IPO of US warehouse assets,
Grab takes strategic stake in Ninja Van,
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Pellicano welcomes Hyatt to $700m South City Square, 30/4/2019
Hyatt Place Brisbane forms part of the latest wave of new four and five-star hotels opening in the city, the influx
follows on from Brisbane City Council's hotel incentives announced in 2012 which offered infrastructure
reductions for four and five-star hotel developers.
Read More

Centennial buys $35m industrial park in Melbourne’s west,
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Trump, Democrats agree to spend US$2t on US infrastructure, 1/5/2019
US President Donald Trump and Democratic leaders agreed on Tuesday to spend US$2 trillion on roads,
bridges, water, broadband and power grids, and will meet again in three weeks to discuss how to pay for the
plan, Democratic leaders said.
Read More

NYSTRS backs non-core real estate funds, extends REIT account,
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Amazon raises stakes for rivals with one-day delivery goal after profit surge,
BlackRock plans €1.25bn capital raise for European real estate fund,
Norwegian SWF buys up €119m of logistics assets in Prologis JV,
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